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ABSTRACT 

 
Peach & Platt (2002) contended that one of the critical 
aspects of any good research publication is the list of 
references provided by the authors.  Such a list provides 
readers not only with insights into the rigor of the current 
effort, but an immediate and convenient pathway to the 
relevant previously published research upon which the 
current research is based..  Even occasional failure to 
properly cite references can allow false or misleading 
information to be incorporated into what could be 
considered ‘accepted truth’ that many people might feel 
does not need a reference.  This paper provides examples of 
supposed research widely accepted as truth, one with 
significant potential impacts on education and the choice of 
pedagogical approach.  It concludes with recommendations 
for maintaining rigor in the citation process. 
Keywords: Research, Citations, Dale’s Cone 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The purpose of this paper is to build on the efforts of 
Peach & Platt(2002) who found that some conferences did 
not include references in their proceedings due to page 
limitation constraints based upon logistical and cost 
limitations associated with the production of hard copy, 
printed proceedings.  In addition, they found there was a 
“failure by a significant group of authors to provide any 
cites for their works” (2002, p260).  Their focus was on the 
limits this omission placed on the reader’s ability to consult 
the source of the authors’ references or conclusions.  This 
paper builds on their work and addresses the equally critical 
problem that inaccurate or inappropriate citations can lead 
to inferences by readers that the citations or data included in 
a paper are based on rigorous peer-reviewed research when 
in fact they may have started out as opinion and 
transmogrified into ‘truth’ through faulty citations.  This has 
potentially grave consequences for those who rely on peer 
reviewed research to contain rigorous reporting.  Academia 
must be able to rely on the peer review process. 

Academic research has long been founded on the 
principles of building on and extending the body of 

knowledge.  Thus the foundation of any research project is 
the body of work that precedes it as published in the 
relevant literature.  Assessing the validity and value of any 
new work is predicated not only on knowing what has 
already been done, but also on knowing the validity of what 
has already been done.  Only by knowing what has already 
been done in the field can either the author or reader 
effectively ascertain the benefit and relevance of the work at 
hand.  If authors do not perform a thorough and accurate 
literature review, it is difficult for them to know how their 
contribution fits  into the research stream of previous 
efforts.  To the extent that references have errors and/or are 
not provided to readers, a number of negative issues are 
raised.  First, it is difficult for uninitiated writers to 
accurately ascertain the value and level of contribution their 
paper makes. Second, it impairs the ability of other 
researchers to refer to source documents and to build on the 
paper’s contribution.  Third, if a citation inappropriately 
identifies information as originating  from peer reviewed 
material, it falsely  provides the implication of legitimacy to 
misleading or even patently false information.  

In today’s world, academics as well as others are 
increasingly concerned about the nature and volume of false 
information available on the Internet and transmitted 
through e-mails.  Students and the general public often 
accept as true material that either has strong face validity or 
information that they want to believe.  The situation is 
aggravated by the fact that most Internet users are not 
trained to look for sources and references and no standards 
exist for documenting sources (Graham and Metaxis, 2003).  
Thus, the Internet provides a frightening example of what 
academia’s published research could look like if rigor is not 
maintained  through consistent provision of accurate and 
complete citations. 

The educational system at both undergraduate and 
graduate levels emphasizes the need to cite references for 
sources used in preparing reports and papers.  However, the 
emphasis on citations in the collegiate educational system 
appears to be focused on preventing plagiarism,  as well as  
explicating the academic role citations accomplish (e.g., 
Hunter, 2006; UNCSW, 2006). 
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INAPPROPRIATE CITATIONS 
 

The term ‘inappropriate citation’ covers a wide range of 
possible actions.  First, an author could discuss a topic that 
was clearly derived from an outside source but fail to 
provide any citation at all.   Although this may be due to 
laziness or lack of time or easy access to the source,  it often 
occurs because the author believes ‘everyone knows’ both 
the source and validity of the information.  Regardless, it 
devalues the peer review process. A second category we 
place under the rubric ‘inappropriate citation’ is when the 
publisher of the article fails to include the list of references.  
The major source of this historically was proceedings that 
for reasons of economy and space did not include 
references, opting for the ‘references available upon 
request.’  Such an approach seriously impedes researchers 
for two reasons.  First, they would have to spend 
considerable extra effort to verify perhaps only one or two 
references.  Second, as the article ages, it may get 
progressively more difficult to locate the authors, negating 
any possibility of obtaining a proper list of references.   

A third category of inappropriate citation occurs when a 
citation has errors in it that either limit or destroy its 
usefulness: it may have the wrong author, date, or volume, 
or other errors that corrupt the identification of the true 
source.  A fourth category covers the tendency of some 
authors to directly cite references that were  cited in a source  
article, instead of using the proper “as cited in” format.  
Thus, if the source article had an incorrect citation, this 
incorrect citation can promulgate across additional articles 
in their list of references.  A fifth category is where a 
reference is cited but the cited work does not actually 
contain the relevant material.  Whether this occurs because 
the author was operating on memory as to where the 
material was obtained, or there were errors in research 
notes, the net effect is the same.  The chain of reference is 
broken.  The sixth, and perhaps most insidious category, is 
when an author adds to or otherwise modifies cited material, 
but the citation structure implies that all of the discussion 
was in the cited material.  Even a careful researcher that 
verified sources might not pick up on a small change in 
emphasis or meaning without a very careful reading of the 
source.  Researchers depend on accurate summaries and 
representations of cited works.   

Because the role of citations in academic research is so 
critical, the vast majority of researchers are diligent in 
accurately and completely referencing their research.  The 
purpose of this paper is not to contend that a rampant 
problem exists in the quality of citations.  The authors do 
contend that the quality of citations is a precious commodity 
that cannot be squandered through less than rigorous 
maintenance of editorial standards.  The Dale’s Cone 
transmogrification is an example of what can happen when 
rigor slips. 
 

URBAN LEGENDS 
 
We now live in an era where the Internet has become 

the first source for information for many people, but in the 
process has spawned a disinformation dissemination process 
which inextricably interweaves fact, fiction and fantasy until 
even sophisticated readers may not be able to discern the 
validity of Internet-based communications.  Such 
disinformation is known as an urban legend. Although there 
is no single universally accepted definition for an urban 
legend, most of the definitions share a degree of 
commonality in the definition. The use of the term ‘urban’ 
confuses many as urban legends are not limited to urban 
settings. Wikipedia states that urban legends are a form of 
modern folklore and thus the term urban separates urban 
legends from classic folklore (Wikipedia, 2006).  The 
legend part of urban legend derives from the nature of urban 
legends in that although they may not always have the story-
like elements of classic legends, they frequently take the 
form of short stories.  For the purposes of this paper, “an 
urban legend is any modern, fictional story, told as truth, 
that reaches a wide audience by being passed from person to 
person” (How Stuff Works, 2006).  Other areas of 
commonality among the many definitions of the term urban 
legend include that the legend is often something that 
readers might wish were true, that the legend appeals to the 
readers’ interests, that the legend spreads quickly, and 
finally that the legends take on a life of their own, so much 
so that they appear to become truth by the very nature of 
being repeated so often. 

Although urban legends are typically false, they are 
often based on an actual person or event.  Thus the urban 
legend can be totally false, partially false, or a distortion of 
events, but retain a seemingly reasonable link to reality as 
readers perceive it. Because of the nature of how urban 
legends are created and disseminated, “More often than not, 
it isn't possible to trace an urban legend back to its original 
source -- they seem to come from nowhere .” 
(HowStuffWorks, 2006) 

Performing a quick Google search 
(http://www.google.com) for the term “urban 
legend”generates  over 2,620,000 results for the phrase. 
Anyone who has used email for only a few months has run 
across at least one email containing an urban legend. It 
might have been the Bill Gates-Microsoft-AOL giveaway 
(http://www.snopes.com/inboxer/nothing/microsoft-
aol.asp), or it might have been the Andy Rooney monologue 
(http://www.snopes.com/politics/soapbox/rooney4.asp), or 
even the flashing headlights-gang initiation 
(http://www.snopes.com/horrors/madmen/lightsout.asp).    
These three as well as the other 2,620,000 are all examples 
of urban legends, are all false, and  were all passed from one 
person to another as if they were truth. 

Although this paper cited a Wikipedia definition, Wikis 
also spawn their own form of urban legend. The very nature 
of the technology used to create a Wiki means that a Wiki is 
a form of open-source (Intelligence Terms and Definitions, 
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2006) repository that relies on its member community to 
police the accuracy of the information found on the Wiki’s 
web pages, not editors or reviewers who are knowledgeable 
in the field, but just members who believe they are well 
informed. Sometimes postings on a Wiki creates a situation 
of the blind leading the blind, or the prejudiced leading the 
prejudiced, or the perpetrating of a hoax just as in an urban 
legend. An example of this was the infamous character 
assassination attack on John Seigenthaler Sr. Someone 
posted a hoax biography on a wikipedia that was later 
proven to be false, but only after being posted and viewed 
for over four months. 
(http://www.cbsnews.com/blogs/2005/12/07/publiceye/entry
1103143.shtml) The quality and veracity of a wiki must be 
treated as highly suspect. One participant in a discussion of 
this issue posited that “Whoever (sic) quotes Wikipedia as a 
source in an argument automatically loses the argument..” 
(http://www.rogerlsimon.com/mt-
archives/2005/12/_wikipedia_use.php). 
 

CREATING A RESEARCH URBAN 
LEGEND 

 
Peer reviewed research, by the very nature of the peer 

review process, could never spawn its own urban legends. 
Or could it? Witness the following example. At a recent 
international conference, a reputable authority from the 
teaching center of a university classified as a Research I 
institution presented a program on how to  improve teaching 
in an online environment. One of the artifacts used in the 
presentation was the chart found in Figure 1. The values 
found for the categories in Figure 1 supported the themes of 
the presentation and were well-received by the audience.   
After all, the material was presented by an authority in the 
field and supported by a reference citation, which purported 
to substantiate the validity of the categories and values 
found in Figure 1.  

Several months after the conference and after referring 
to the content from Figure 1 in other venues, the authors 
discovered a web site that purported to debunk the validity 
and authenticity of the material found in Figure 1 (Work-
Learning Research). Reluctant to give up on an artifact that 
was both appealing and apparently plausible, the authors 
were not about to take another author’s word for something 
without verifying the sources. A quick trip to the library 
located a copy the book cited as the source of the material in 
Figure 1 (Uno, 1999). Although the content from Figure 1 
was found verbatim in Uno’s Handbook, there was no 
accompanying reference citation indicating the source from 
which the material was taken. A quick email to the author 
asking the source resulted in a pointer to the probable source 
( Uno, 2006). And the chase was on: what was the original 
source for this model and what was the quality of the 
research that generated the percentages as found in Figure 
1? 

The Cone of Experience was first introduced in Edgar 
Dale’s (1946) book on Audiovisual Methods in Teaching. 

Dale subsequently updated his Cone of Experience in later 
editions of Audiovisual Methods in Teaching published in 
1954 and again in 1969. The version of Dale’s Cone of 
Experience found in the 1969 edition of his book is found in 
Figure 2. Notice the similarity between the categories in 
Figure 1 and the categories in Figure 2.  However, the 
numeric values found in Figure 1 do not appear in any of 
Dale’s three editions of Audiovisual Methods in Teaching. 
One source often cited for Dale’s Cone is Educational 
Media: Theory into Practice edited by Wiman and 
Meierhenry (1969).  The problem is that none of the edited 
chapters contains the diagram with the percentages. So, that 
source is not valid either. What is even more telling is that 
there are 19 references found using a Google search that use 
the same misspelling of Meierhenry’s name,  spelled as 
“Mierhenry”, in conjunction with the reference to Dale’s 
Cone of Experience.  Others (eight in a quick Google 
search) spell Wiman’s name as Winman to the same effect.  

 
 

Figure 2: Dale’s Cone of ExperienceThalheimer 

Figure 1 
 

 
HOW WE LEARN 
10% OF WHAT WE READ 
20% OF WHAT WE HEAR 
30% OF WHAT WE SEE 

50% OF WHAT WE SEE & HEAR 
60% OF WHAT WE WRITE 

70% OF WHAT WE DISCUSS 
80% OF WHAT WE EXPERIENCE 

AND 
90% OF WHAT WE TEACH (each other) 

 
Adapted from "Handbook on Teaching 

Undergraduate Science Courses" 
by Gordon Uno 
By Permission 
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(2006) attributes the numbers found superimposed onto 
Dale’s Cone of Experience to work published by D.G. 
Treichler  in 1967 in the magazine Film and Audio-Visual 
Communications. This article provided the percentages but 
without any supporting research. 

Others attribute the Cone of Experience to National 
Training Labs in Bethel, Maine (Qayumi, 2006) which does 
not have a single peer-reviewed publication showing how 
their version of the cone experience was validated. 
Regardless of which version of the Cone of Experience you 
choose, what remains is an idea that appeals to the readers’ 
interests, an idea that has spread over a period of years, until 
finally the idea takes on a life of its own, so much so that 
they appear to become truth by the very nature of being 
repeated so often.  That is the definition provided above for 
an urban legend. 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Urban legends can arise from a variety of sources 
spreading disinformation to a vast number of people 
seemingly almost overnight.  Hopefully, although this may 
cause individual perceptions to be incorrect and beliefs 
unfounded, the impact is not fatal for society.  Within 
academia, the inappropriate use of citations is far more 
unusual and the spread is much slower.  The impact, 
however, may be more serious.  Resources can be wasted 
pursuing flawed or misrepresented research. As in the case 
of Dale’s Cone, educators can base their actions and 
pedagogical approaches on non-existent research.  Even 
more serious impacts can be easily envisioned.  We can deal 
with Internet based urban legends by not accepting 
something as true because it was passed on by a trusted 
friend and consulting snopes.com when suspicious material 
reaches our attention. Maintaining the rigor of the academic 
peer review process requires more systematic and careful 
attention. 

Publishing outlets such as journals and conference 
proceedings must continually reinforce the importance of 
accurate and complete citations through not just their 
published standards, but also through assiduous 
enforcement of their editorial review policies.  Although it 
is incumbent upon all authors to maintain high standards in 
citing material,  the rigor of good citation procedures can 
only be maintained through  a careful and professional  
review process.  Top quality journals are known for good 
review practices including a strong emphasis on quality of 
references.  A sure and quick way to initiate a deteriorating 
quality of submissions and acceptances is to allow poorly 
referenced papers into the publication cycle.  All academics, 
from editors through reviewers to authors,   must contribute 
to the continuing integrity of academic research by ensuring 
they place a strong emphasis on proper citation procedures. 
But the final check lies in an effective peer review process 
which must include confirmation of the veracity of works 
cited and the accuracy of the reference citations. 
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